
 
 
 
 
 

 

Drinking in view of the playing area –  

Submission to Fan-led Review of Football 

Governance 

The Fan-led Review of Football Governance is considering amongst other things the piloting 

of drinking in view of the playing area at National League and League Two level, the 

rationale being that drinking in view of the playing area is permitted in non-league football 

and is a key part of the business model that sustains clubs operating at this level.  

The England and Wales legislation dates from 1985 and was right for its time of introduction 

– a time of poor stadium design, poor safety management, poor fan behaviour and low 

expectation of service provision by fans. Times have changed with new or relatively new 

stadia able to provide a better food and beverage offer, including at-seat service, spectator 

behaviour is considerably better and both active and passive safety management measures 

are in place at grounds.  

There is an economic case to make for the proposed pilot, as football recovers from the 

impact of the pandemic. There may also be a safety case, set out below, particularly at the 

current time as tightly packed, poorly ventilated concourses represent a significant risk of 

COVID-19 transmission. However, there are risks too in piloting this measure which would 

need to be carefully managed. If a pilot scheme is pursued, the Sports Grounds Safety 

Authority (SGSA) would welcome the opportunity to work with Government on its design, 

delivery and evaluation.  

Safety  

If spectators at football matches were able to purchase competitively priced alcoholic drinks 

on concourses and consume them in their respective seats, this may encourage more fans 

to arrive early, easing last-minute pressures at turnstiles. Pressures on transport could also 

be better managed through more orderly and prolonged arrival.  

In addition, concourse areas in football grounds are at best capable of holding 50% of the 

viewing area which they serve. At peak times, e.g. half-time intervals, this leads to densely 

populated conditions which deter some fans from using them. Queueing for food and 

beverage and consumption of any alcohol within the confined concourse area further adds to 

the congestion and encourages binge drinking and downing of drinks to allow for the return 

to spectator accommodation before resumption of play.  

Lower league grounds are often not of conventional design, where demarcation is easily 

made between licensed areas and spectator accommodation. This can further add to the 

frustration and confusion of fans and their relationships with stewards who have to try to 

ensure the licensing conditions are upheld.  

Security  

Controls are already in place to manage the risks around consumption of alcohol leading to 

anti-social behaviour through existing safety of sports grounds legislation and the Licensing 
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Act which can impose hours of operation and has power over the licensee and his or her 

management of any conditions. The local police can object to licenses and a senior officer 

has powers to close licensed premises under the Act on the day of a match if certain criteria 

are met. 

Allowing the freedoms inside the venue may ease pressures in the local hostelries and bring 

many supporters into a more managed and controlled environment, which may on occasion 

require a policing presence but would more often rely on stewarding oversight as is the case 

now. However, the local police will consider the ability of the crowds to drink in sight of the 

pitch as a risk factor when categorising games, which may lead to an increased police 

presence at some matches (with associated costs and impact on police resources).  

Any consultation on this measure will need to include the UK Football Policing Unit and 

NPCC lead, Chief Constable Mark Roberts. They might be expected to resist any blanket 

relaxation of the legislation given the concerns that it may fuel poor fan behaviour. They are 

more likely to agree to pilot on a club-by-club basis based on a risk assessment undertaken 

by the local authority in consultation with local police and the relevant Safety Advisory 

Group.  

Service  

Allowing more relaxed conditions around location of consumption would help to address 

inequalities between areas of corporate hospitality and general admission fans. It would also 

address confusion over the application of different rules placed upon the same venue and 

same safety management team when hosting concerts or other sporting events where 

drinking is permitted in view of the playing area.  

The freedom to move away from the concourse to consume alcohol would reduce densities 

on concourse making them more appealing to a wider demographic at peak times including 

disabled people.  

More generally, a relaxation of the current prohibition may allow football fans to be treated in 

a more reasonable, non-discriminatory way allowing for responsible drinking in a more 

comfortable controlled environment as they do at non-league grounds. That said, it would be 

important to look at the impact on other groups who may be uncomfortable in an 

environment where people are drinking and the overall impact on the diversity and 

inclusiveness of the crowds at grounds where this is piloted.  

Legislation  

We believe a pilot scheme could be introduced using secondary legislation under the 

negative resolution procedure, although the laying of the SI would likely prompt a 

parliamentary debate. Our reading of the primary legislation (Sporting Events (Control of 

Alcohol etc) Act 1985) is that under Section 9 (2) and (3) the Secondary of State (Home 

Secretary) has the necessary order making powers to define which events in England and 

Wales, and also which events outside Great Britain, are covered by the ban on consumption 

of alcohol in view of the pitch.  

Additional background info is included on the SGSA website.  
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https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1985/57/contents
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1985/57/contents
https://sgsa.org.uk/alcohol-at-football-grounds/

